
 — the  best  s tudent                    
c i t y  in  the  Nether lands

OUR SUMMER
SCHOOL COURSES

Global Energy Transition

Doing Business in Europe

Future Health

Groningen is a young and vibrant
student city, with half of its citizens
under the age of 35. Groningen has
a population of over 200,000 and
boasts a picturesque and safe city
centre, surrounded by relaxing
countryside.

Find out 
more here!

All our courses prioritise intercultural
exchange, growing your network,
applying theory in projects and
inspirational field trips. 

STUDY IN
GRONINGEN



H A N Z E
SUMMER SCHOOL

    The opportunity to travel was my main
reason to join. Upon entering the
program I realized that the 
connections with real people 
were the reason I loved it 
so much. Academically, 
the business simulation 
was the highlight. It 
allowed us to have 
an insight on real-life 
decisions made by 
executives! The most 
important thing that I learned 
from this experience are differing 
cultures and how they can interact with
each other to make deals, solve
problems, and most importantly learn
valuable skills.
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FEE INCL. 
HOUSING 

MAY 27 – 
JUNE 14

APPLICATION
DEADLINE

CA. € 2250

Find out more
about our
programmes

The Hanze Summer School consists of
various short courses, ranging from
business and health to energy transition.
Our programs take place in early summer
and last 3 weeks. You don’t have to worry
about arranging accommodation yourself.
As a university of applied sciences, we
focus on theoretical knowledge and its
practical application. Together in
intercultural project groups, you will work
on assignments. You will soon notice that
learning more about where each person is
from, along with their stories, is another
great asset of this experience. It is an
incredible opportunity to make friends for
life, with people from all over the world.
Next to that, field trips are a vital
component of the programs, as they allow
students to learn beyond the classroom
setting. 

Dawson Ray Murphy
from Canada 
(Doing Business in Europe –
Sustainable Marketing, 2022) 
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